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The Gangway Bulletin, May 2017 (No.107) 

(Edited by Steve Reynolds) 

 

Like us on Facebook. Our Facebook page is titled “Stella Maris Seafarers Centre 

Adelaide”. The Stella Maris Seafarers Centre is operated by the Apostleship of the 

Sea Adelaide (based at Taperoo). The centre provides a ‘home’ for all seafarers 

from ships visiting Outer Harbor. 

Acting Director  

We hope to be able to announce the appointment of a new Acting Director sometime soon. 

 

Murphy’s Law 

If something can go wrong, it will go wrong! That’s called Murphy’s Law* I believe. I recall 

the evening that I took a group of seafarers in to Port Adelaide in our bus to do some 

shopping at K-Mart. I left them there for about one hour, during which time I returned back to 

our centre. I was due to pick them up again about closing time for K-Mart (9pm). It was 

raining at that time. I parked the bus in the car park just before 9pm and I went to rush in to 

the shops to do an errand for my wife. I duly locked the bus doors with the remote control as I 

went to run through the pouring rain. As I did so, I saw that the group of seafarers that I was 

to pick up were standing and waiting out of the rain. I unlocked the bus doors with the remote 

control still in my hand and I motioned to the seafarers to get in the bus and wait for me 

whilst I ran in to the shops for a minute or two. When I came back out to the bus in the car 

park, the seafarers were still waiting out of the rain. When I asked them why the hadn’t got 

into the bus, they said that they couldn’t because the doors 

were locked. I knew that I had unlocked them with the 

remote control, so why were they locked? It then occurred 

to me that when the doors aren’t opened within say two 

minutes, they lock themselves again. The poor seafarers 

must’ve complained about the situation when they got wet 

in the rain whilst trying to open the doors to the bus. I’m 

now more wary about relying on people opening vehicle 

doors up within the 2-minute time restriction provided to 

them. 

Seafarers in happier times          * (According to Wikipedia, “Murphy's law is an adage or 

epigram that is typically stated as: Anything that can go wrong, will go wrong”. According to 

the web page found at http://www.murphys-laws.com/murphy/murphy-true.html , “Murphy's 

Law ("If anything can go wrong, it will") was born at Edwards Air Force Base in 1949 at 

North Base. It was named after Capt. Edward A. Murphy, an engineer working on Air Force 

Project MX981, (a project) designed to see how much sudden deceleration a person can stand 

in a crash. One day, after finding that a transducer was wired wrong, he cursed the technician 

responsible and said, "If there is any way to do it wrong, he'll find it." The contractor's project 

manager** kept a list of "laws" and added this one, which he called Murphy's Law. Actually, 

what he did was take an old law that had been around for years in a more basic form and give 

it a name. Shortly afterwards, the Air Force doctor (Dr. John Paul Stapp***) who rode a sled 

on the deceleration track to a stop, pulling 40 Gs (40 times the Earth’s Gravitational Force), 
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gave a press conference. He said that their good safety record on the project was due to a firm 

belief in Murphy's Law and in the necessity to try and circumvent it. Aerospace 

manufacturers picked it up and used it widely in their ads during the next few months, and 

soon it was being quoted in many news and magazine articles. Murphy's Law was born.” But 

there seems to be much more to the story. Then there’s always ‘the other side’ of the story.) 

** (It seems that the contractor's project manager was a George E. Nichols and had a few laws of 

his own. Nichols' Fourth Law says, "Avoid any action with an unacceptable outcome.") 

*** (Air Force doctor Dr.John Paul Stapp was well-known Col. John P. Stapp and he had a 

paradox: Stapp's Ironical Paradox, which says, "The universal aptitude for ineptitude makes any 

human accomplishment an incredible miracle.") 

But there seems to be much more to the story. Then there’s always ‘the other side’ of the story. 

You may have originally thought that Murphy’s Law was ‘Australian’, but now you believe that 

it’s American. It may well be English, with its origin in the English County of Yorkshire (where 

I was born). The saying 'if anything can go wrong it will' was known as sod's law because it 

would happen to any poor sod who least needed it. It seems that sod's law has existed in many 

forms for hundreds of years. It has been known in Yorkshire for generations. There are many 

theories and stories, including one about how a Mr. Murphy died i.e. “One dark evening (in the 

U.S.), Mr. Murphy's car ran out of gas. As he hitchhiked to a gas station, while facing traffic and 

wearing white, he was struck from behind by a British tourist who was driving on the wrong side 

of the road.” 

(The g-force of an object is said to be “its acceleration relative to free fall”. The normal g-force 

on earth is apparently 9.8m per second squared (m/s2), or 1G - Not to be confused with 1GB!) 

CEO Sleepout  

This year’s St Vincent de Paul CEO Sleepout is being held on Thursday 

29th June - see https://www.ceosleepout.org.au/events/sa-sleepout/ . In 

2016, SA participants raised nearly $630,000 for homeless people. The 

CEO Sleepout began as a local community venture in Sydney in 2006. The 

event went national in 2010. The money raised helps provide crucial 

assistance to people experiencing homelessness, with the aim of breaking 

the cycle of homelessness. 

Trouble Remembering Names  

I’m starting to experience trouble remembering people’s names, especially when I first meet 

them at big gatherings such as parties or meetings. Things get much worse when I ask people 

where they come from or where they live. It can be quite confusing when there are many 

coincidences about some of these people. Take for example the time when Clare told me that she 

was from St Marys and her friend Mary told me that she was from St Clair. Or the time that 

George told me that he was from St Peters and his friend Peter told me that he was from St 

Georges. Or when Morris told me that he was from St Johns, whilst John told me that he was 

from St Morris. And so it goes! Adelaide came from St Agnes whilst Agnes came from 

Adelaide. Beverley came from Elizabeth, whilst Elizabeth came from Beverley. Does anyone 

else suffer from this kind of problem like me? 
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